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In an Irish context, the phrase Less Stress More Success evokes an
immediate, and dreaded, memory of stacked study aids for the State
Examinations. These publications were designed to condense and
organise information with a purpose to make “those study hours
really pay!” A shortcut to success, assuring the most productivity in
the least stressful manner. On leaving school and entering working
life, this mantra for achievement seems to be quickly abandoned.
Now, more so than ever, it is evident that the profession of
the artist in a capitalist society is maintained by stress success.
The artist becomes a hyper worker, surviving on a rotation of
grant applications and pressing deadlines that often dominate
over artistic practice. This gig-based employment often equates
to periods of high productivity and unpredictability in work.
The result sees the boundaries between life and work blurred
and collapse into senselessness multi-tasking. This unsustainable
approach leaves an art community anxious, exhausted and envious.
This exhibition invites reflection on the concept of stress success.
Curator Rachel Botha has invited artists Eimear Murphy, Laura
Fitzgerald and Saidhbhín Gibson to interpret stress success
from varied perspectives.
Eimear Murphy observes how we relate to materials, and how
this mirrors our emotional state. There are two types of knitters;
loose and tight. The loose knitter will knit in ample stitches, lines
begin to flow. The stressed knitter will knit tightly and get their
needles stuck in their weave. Processing her materials through
stressful methods, Eimear creates artwork to understand how
we connect with, and through materials.
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Laura Fitzgerald’s work comments on the reality of being an artist
and a human. Portrait of a Stone is a two-channel video piece
starring Laura’s Dad and a stone. Laura directs her Dad through
various scenarios in the Kerry countryside, the stone reacts to the
insistent questions of the Artist Helpline. Laura injects comedy
into a desperate reality — essentially, if we didn’t laugh we’d cry.
Saidhbhín Gibson’s practice responds to humanity’s dominance
over nature; our persistence to interfere, control and manage the
environment. In the photograph Shrink, a boulder is shrink-wrapped
with some rock peeping — a reminder of the petrochemical industry
and the pollution of single-use, man-made materials. This work
addresses the lack of consideration for habitats of the non-human
and conveys the stress of our imposition on wildlife ecology.
This exhibition raises questions concerning our strive to achieve,
its conditions and impact, both as artists and humans. What does
the concept of success mean? How is it achieved? Must the journey
to success be stressful?
Less Stress More Success is part of Kilkenny County Council
Arts Office’s ‘Emerging Curator in Residence Programme’.
This programme has enabled Rachel Botha to gain direct experience
in the field of curating exhibitions for the Arts Office Gallery at
5 Dean Street, Kilkenny. This opportunity provides Rachel with
the platform to further develop her career, expand her artistic
and creative networks and avail of a mentoring programme with
curator Eamonn Maxwell.
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Eimear Murphy is an artist working between Dublin and Louth.
Her practice encompasses public sculpture, gallery-based
exhibitions and engagement through art-based activities. She is
passionate about exploring our inherited knowledge of ‘non-art
materials’ and how humans use them physically as a connection
to the past, the future and each other.
Graduating from ncad in 2015, Eimear was awarded the graduate
residency for Sculpture in Fire Station Artists’ Studios. During this
time, she received a landmark sculpture commission from Dublin
Port — Drop is on permanent public display in the Sculpture Garden,
Dublin Port. Eimear received the Arts Council’s prestigious Next
Generation Award 2018/19 and presented her first solo exhibition
SHAPE, HEAP. thing in Droichead Arts Centre (2018). Notable
group exhibitions include Sideways Movement, Return Gallery,
Goethe-Institut (2019), Industry, Solstice Arts Centre (2018),
Lacuna, Taylor Gallery (2017). Eimear’s works are held in the
collection of opw.
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Laura Fitzgerald’s practice is a self-reflexive, a self-critical
comment on how it is to be an artist and human. She is making
paintings about human behaviour and art practices; the latest 1:1
you had at the office while your head was exploding; a drawing of
the bullshit your therapist is trying to extradite from your head or
a video explaining how sheep and cows are curators.
Her work is trying to be useful. She is very worried that making
art is — in fact — useless, so she is making herself believe that
art can be so radically useless, it can provide some relief from
contemporary anxiety and stress. Or it could make you laugh.
A momentary cosmic rip in the here and now.
Recent shows and screenings include: Headcase, at the rha
Gallery, Futures, Series 3, Episode 2, rha Gallery, Brief Encounters
between Structure & Agency, the Irish Film Institute and Lucian’s
Neighbours, imma, Dublin. Fitzgerald will develop new work
for eva International, Platform Commissions 2020. She is
a recent recipient of the EMERGENCE Visual Art Award 2019,
for which she applied for nine times. She is in residence at the
Fire Station Artists’ Studios until late 2020. She greatly fears
living in the real world.
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Saidhbhín Gibson is a graduate of ncad , Dublin (mfa , honours,
Fine Art Sculpture, 2016) and dit Mountjoy Square, Dublin (ba ,
honours, Fine Art, 2000). Gibson’s work explores the framing of the
non-human world for and by contemporary society. She employs
multifarious methods of production whereby the haptic is at the
core of the manufacture of the work. These processes include video,
sculpture, photography and needlepoint lace. Her work presents
scenarios of interference in the Natural world, while highlighting
the nuances of botanical, avian, insect and tree life.
Recent exhibitions include Utopia/Dystopia, Lexicon Gallery, Dún
Laoghaire; A Vague Anxiety, imma, Dublin (2019); Encountering
the Land, VISUAL, Carlow (2018); Upright Meadow (Public Art
Commission), Pure Thinking Community Group, Carlow (2017).
Saidhbhín Gibson is the founder and co-ordinator of H U D D L E;
an inclusive, contemporary art discussion group initiative that has
been hosted in a number of galleries and arts centres in Ireland.
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PART I. EXERCISE A.
Although that is fierce interesting I cannot eat it,
IT WILL NOT SUSTAIN ME.
Five unhelpful thoughts about Art.
Circle the truest of the statements below:
1. They are earning a lot more than we are
2. It costs more to participate
3. It looks better than it is
4. They did not sell it
5. They did not care

PART I. EXERCISE B.
“Time must go by”, they cried!
Complete the timelines:

Example
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What

Time

Why

Hope for
the future

Unknown

Causes unknown —
that “fizzy feeling inside”

Hope for
the future

Crayola markers
will still exist

Fell off
the planet

Funding application
deadlines/commencement
of doomed relationship
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Hope for
the future

A big canvas

Fell off
the planet

Financial struggles
with telephone bills
and memory storage
on phone

Fell off
the planet

Driver theory test,
commencement of
successful relationship

Fell off
the planet

There will be no one in
the studio you applied
for, four years in a row —
no matter, make friends
with your plants

Fell off
the planet
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You won’t be famous
if you live in the
countryside/ political
climate in the US

Hope for
the future

All rich people will
eventually own your
art and ALL rich people
are nobs

Fell off
the planet

Marriage, kids,
mortgage arrears

Fell off
the planet

Death (they died)

PART I. EXERCISE C.
In an art emergency.
Remember only tick one:
Commence digging in the garden.
Get a cat, preferably three legs only.
Fly in art buyers to a remote part of Ireland.
Make them buy your work.
Ask your Mom what to paint if you get stuck.
Get job in garden centre.

PART I. EXERCISE D.
You have an idea for a drawing. But then, after reading a
Woody Allen short story, in which he writes down an idea
for a short play, you decide the idea should be a short story.
However you then read a Lydia Davis short story and become
very disappointed by the story.
Please tell us what the form of the idea will now be in [200 words]:
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PART I. EXERCISE E.

PART II. EXERCISE A.

Please draw the antidote for each:

Match the antidotes

to the curator:

Antidote 1.

Hans-Biscuit Obrist

Antidote 2.

Patrick T Murphy

Antidote 3.

Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev

Antidote 4.

Massimiliano Gioni

PART III. EXERCISE A.
Using each of the incomplete phrases, write a fictional
story about a successful artist [500 words]:

no serious form
of mental illness

Home

Away

a BOYFRIEND

Warm fuzzy feeling

Terror /
claustrophobia

several house
plants

Bliss

Panic

own laptop

Joy

Migraine

several jumpers
at the moment

Comfort

Enya

Draw here:
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Feelings of
inclusion and hope

might even be
suitable to apply
for a mortgage
in time

Visualisation
of the future

don’t think I have
cancer, apart from
two moles I am
keeping an eye on

2 How?

no longer in love
with therapist

Caution

car tires appear to
be pumped up

PART III. EXERCISE C.

likes boss

many pairs of socks

exercise has
become an
inbuilt part of life

Hatred

PART III. EXERCISE B

getting on
pretty well with
most friends

Ideally I wish to be outside. (50 words)
1. Where? ____________________________________________

I don’t hate the
city I live in

recently gave
money to charity

How much:

____________________________________________

are

they earning ______

are they earning ______

not an alcoholic
are they earning ______
are they earning ______
are they earning ______

are they earning ______

are they earning ______
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Design: Models & Constructs

